WORLD travel MAP

DENALI N.P mountain hiking, white-water rafting and mountain biking

DAWSON CITY Gold-rush city
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Whitehorse
NAHANNI N.P wilderness park

GLACIER BAY N.P fjords and mountains

Sitka

KAMTCHATKA vulcano scenery

Edmonton

Best time to visit

Summer

CHURHILL polar bear and whale watching

BANF &JASPER N.P Hiking, climbing, skiing, hot springs and turquoise montain lakes

Calgary

VANCOUVER ISLAND mountains, lakes and whale-watching

may-sep in the north
apr-oct in the south

DINOSAUR Provincial Park

Vancouver

St. Petersburg

(european summer)

Seattle

Hiking and skiing in the areas many national parks

KHÖVSGÖL NUUR alpine lake

Cold winters and warm summers

Winnipeg

BOGDKHAN N.P mountain hiking

L'ANSE AUX MEADOWS viking history

TADOUSSAC whale-watching
ALGONQUIN Provincial Park hiking and canoeing in the wilderness

BADLANDS N.P & BLACK HILLS nature and Naitive American history

YOSEMITE N.P

Boston

Victorian vacation style coastal towns

Istanbul

MESA VERDE N.P cliff city ruins

Best time to visit

Colonial WILLIAMSBURG and surrounding Civil War sights
GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS N.P

SAN DIEGO beaches

Tijuana

New Orleans

ORLANDO Epcot and Disney world

West coast beaches

Honolulu

The EVERGLADES N.P
FLORIDA KEYS

REAL DE CATORCE silver mining town in the mountains
ZACATECAS silver city in the desert
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The colonial city of POPAYÁN and the The old statues and tombs in SAN AUGUSTIN

The hot spring village of BÃNOS, gateway to mountain hiking and the Amazon jungel
The train ride on the roof between ALUSÍ and SIBAMBE
The colonial city of CUENCA

Manaus

MOOREA mountains, beaches and watersport
TAHITI mountain scenery

Winter
nov-apr in the north

dec-mar in the south

Climatic exeption

Sao Luiz

Beach village of JERICOACOARA

Fortaleza

Best aug-feb

Hot year around, most rain: mar-jul

The sand dunes and the beaches around CANOA QUEBRADA
The beach city of NATAL
The beach resort of PRAIA DEL PIPA

Exploring the side-rivers and djungels of the AMAZONAS

TONGATAPU ISLAND Blowholes, beaches, watersports and traditional

IGUAZÚ FALLS
Jesuit mission ruins

Wildlife-Viewing in the wetland of ESTEROS DEL IBERÁ

Explanation
Yellow spots .....
mark capital cities or other important cities.

The historic port town VALPARAISO

Americas highest mountain ACONCAGUA
The beaches of the atlantic coast
The wine country around MENDOZA
The colonial town of COLONIA

The BANDAS colonial forts, diving and snorkelling
BALIEM VALLEY trekking and unique culture

Beaches, granite rocks, world class snorkelling and diving

BOROBUDUR Buddhist temple
GunnIng BROMO volcanic landscape
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Swimming and snorkeling around CAPE MACLEAR
Boat safari in the LIWONDE N.P
Canoing in the MANA POOLS N.P

Spring/Autumn

KRÜGER N.P (Safari)

ROVIANA and MAROVO lagoons

Darwin

WWll wreck diving and coral

KAKADU N.P, rainforest

The KIMBERLEY, rugged scenery and rivers
Watersports and hiking

CAPE TRIBULATIONS jungel and beaches

BROOME, relaxed town with wide beaches

Watersports and hiking in vulcanoe scenery

SOSSUSVLEI sand dunes
SUN CITY entertainment complex and wildlife-Viewing in the PILANENSBURG N.P
The german colonial town of LÜDERITZ
JOHANNESBURG
The goast town of KOLMANSKOP

BAUCAU Portuguese architecture and nearby beaches

The Portoguese colonial MOZAMBIQUE ISLAND

VICTORIA FALLS with nearby white-water rafting
Wildlife-Viewing in the CHOBE N.P
Wildlife-Viewing in the HWANGE N.P
ETOSHA N.P (Wild life)
Hiking in the TSODILO HILLS of the San people
Canoe safari in the OKAVANGO DELTA
Hiking in the CHIMANIMANI N.P
MATOBO N.P
The GREAT ZIMBABWE ruins

The german-flavoured seaside town of SWAKOPMUND

Best time to visit

Secluded beaches and hiking
MONTAGNE D'AMRE N.P
NOSY BE resort island with french colonial architecture

South LUANGWA N.P (safari)

Cairns

BAZARUTO Archipelago Swimming and snorkeling
TOFU beaches

MISSION BEACH islands and jungle walks
White-water rafting in the TULLY RIVER

The PILBARA, red dust landscape and gorges
Diving and snorkeling at the NINGALOO REEF
CORAL BAY beach vllage

Rafting and crocodile spotting on the USUTU RIVER, seeing black rhinos at MKHAYA Game reserve

ESPIRITU SANTO shipwreck-diving
PENTECOST land-diving ceremony in april
GREAT BARRIER REEF

Former colonial capital of LEVUKA
BEACHCOMBER and MANA ISLAND watersport
Nadi
VITU LEVU HIGHLANDS mountainwalking, rafting and villages

WHITSUNDAY ISLANDS sailing and diving

FISH RIVER CANYON N.P

KONÉ Horse trekking in mountain scenery

Surfing in DURBAN
Hiking in the DRAKENSBERG
Basoto pony trekking centre at MOLIMO NTHUSE

mar-may/sep-nov

The beach resort LA SERENA

Giant stone statues

TANA TORAJA trekking and unique culture

TANJUNG PUTING N.P Orang-utan rehabilitation centre and djungel walks

Mombasa Fort Jesus, old Town and nearby beaches

Hiking in the NYIKA PLATEU N.P

Very hot and rainy: nov-apr
Very cold nights in the Andean highlands

Rio de Janeiro

The beaches around FLORIANOPOLIS

Climatic exeption

MASAI MARA and AMBOSELI N.P Hot year around, most rain mar-may
The old arab town and beaches of LAMU
MT KILIMANJARO
ARUSHA safari center

The old arab town and beaches of ZANZIBAR

ILHA GRANDE beaches
PARATI The colonial town

The train ride from CURITIBA to PARANAGUA
ILHA DO MEL beaches

N.P des VULCANS with mountain gorillas
Hiking around NYUNGWE rainforest
N.Parks of KIBIRA and RURUBA

Safari in the parks of MIKUMI and SELOUS

Wildlife-Viewing in the wetland of PANTANAL
POTOSI and SUCRE Colonial towns
The gold-rush city OURO PRETO
BONITO river-snorkling
UYUNI salt desert
The beach resort town of BÚZIOS

The colonial city of SALTA and the andean surroundings

)

(european summer)

Colonial village of PUERTO SEGURO and nearby beaches
TRANCOSO beach village
Climbiing, hiking and bicykling between the high mountains and the lower lands of the YUNGAS

Sao Paulo

(

Summer
may to oct

Salvador colonial city
Beach village of MORRO DE SÃO PAULO

The salt desert and the oasis village of SAN PEDRO DE ATACAMA

Kota Kinabalu

Best time to visit

RURRENABAQUE jungle town, base for trips into the AMAZON BASIN

AITU TAKI lagoon
RAROTONGA ISLAND Mountains, beaches and watersport

Lhasa

Climatic exeption

Recife

Arica

BORA BORA lagoon

Shanghai

Best time to visit

Hiking the CHAPADA DIAMANTINA table lands

Mountains, rainforest, beaches and traditional culture

DADOHAE HAESANG marine N. P

XIAN army of terracotta warriors

Saigon

The colonial city of OLINDA

The islands of LAKE TITICACA
Hiking the mountains and canyons around the colonial city of AREQUIPA

MT FUJI
KYOTO cultural centre

Hong Kong

Trekking the mountains around HUARAZ

The INCA ruins of MACHU PICCHU
The colonial city of CUSCO
The giant NAZCA lines

SAMOCHEOK beaches

TÀI SHÃN sacred mountain

NAGASAKI epicentre of the atomic explosion
PAMUKKALE rock pools and roman ruins
MASULÉ mountain village
HUNZA VALLEY mountain scenery
EPHESUS roman ruins
NEMRUT DAGI giant stone heads
Buddha
ruins
of
BAMIYAN
ANTALYA and other nearby beach towns
ALEPPO old city
KIRISHIMA N.P mountain scenery and hot springs
BAND-I-AMIR mountain lake
The Roman ruins of DOUGGA
The Roman ruins of
The old quarters of SOUSSE and MAHDIA,
HÃNGZHÕU channels, gardens, and pavilions
CRAC DES CHEVALIERS crusader castle
JIUZHÀIGÕU alpine peaks and lakes
CUICUL and TIMGAD
and the beaches around
PALMYRA ancient ruins
Ancient ruins of BYBLOS and BAALBEK
The Roman Colosseum in EL-JEM
Old imperial city of FÈS
LAHORE Mogul architecture
WULÍINGYUÁN scenic area and minority tribes
The old quarter of TOZEUR and the salt desert
SICHUÃN Grand Buddha
LADAKH & ZANSKAR buddhist centers and the western Himalaya
JERASH roman ruins KERBALA Sacred city
Camel trekking in the desert
BABYLON ruins
ESFAHAN islamic architecture
The Greek ruins of
DEAD
SEA
The Roman ruins of CYRENE and APOLLONIA
CHOGHA ZAMBIL pyramidal temple
Ancient ruins of UR
ALEXANDRIA
Old imperial city of MARRAKESH
POKHARA trekking center
Fortified coastal town of ESSAOUIRA
SABRATHA And LEPTIS MAGNA
PETRA cliff city ruins
Hiking the HIGH ATLAS MOUNTAINS
PERSEPOLIS ancient ruins
Beaches around AGADIR
BUMTHANG sacred buddhist buildings and surrounding mountains
WADI RUM desert scenery
The desert architecture of GHADHAMES
BAM ancient mud-brick citadel
CHITWAN N.P
EILAT
beach
resort
The Pyramids at GIZA
FAILAKA ISLAND temple ruins
Pushkar AGRA Taj Mahal and red fort DARJEELING British hill station
YÁNGSHUÒ limestone peaks
Laze in DAHAB beach village
TIENHSIANG waterfalls and hot springs
MADAIN SALAH rock tombs
RAJASTHAN Desert-fort cities VARANASI holy rivercity
Ancient ruins of MOENJODARO
Colonial island of GULÁNG YU
The Worlds best climate
Mt SINAI and the Monastery of ST KATHERINE
Monastery ruins of SOMAPURI VIHARA
LIJIÃNG and DÀLI old towns and surrounding mountain tribes
Diving, snorkling and suntanning along the Red sea coast
MUSANDAM PENINSULA fjords and mountains
TAINAN temple town
KHAJURAHO erotic temples
SHARJAH old port
The Tempels and royal tombs around LUXOR
DUBAI beaches and goldmarket
Karachi
MACAU old Portuguese colonial port
MANDALAY old capital SAPA hill tribe hiking
The desert scenery of the ACACUS mountains ara
Kolkata
Sailing in a felucca on the NILE
SUNDARBANS N.P
HALONG BAY lime rock islands
The mountain scenery of ASSEKREM
BAGAN tempels
Isolated beaches of ST MARTIN ISLAND
NIZWA fort
WWll historical sites, beaches and diving
The Tempel of ABU SIMBEL
AJANTA CAVES buddhist art
LUANG PRABANG former royal capital
JEDDAH old town coral houses
Hiking around CHIANG MAI
PHONSAVAN Plain of Jars
Mecca
VANG VIEN lazy riverlife YÀLÓNG BAY beaches
GOPALPUR-ON-SEA beaches
Birdwatching in the D'ARGUIN N.P.
Mumbay
BANAUE rice terraces and mountain walks
Snorkelling and diving around PORT SUDAN
HUÉ ancient royal city
The coral ruins of the old Port of SUAKIN
Exploring the AÏR MOUNTAINS and TENÉNÉRE DESERT
HOI AN old port town
The legendery trading city of TIMBUKTU
SHIBAM mud-brick skyscrapers
HAMPI hindu empire ruins
Snorkelling in the DAHLAK Archipelago
AL-BALID ancient ruins and nearby beaches
Beaches and diving
The Pyramids of MEROE
GOA beaches and Portuguese architecture
AYUTHAYA temle ruins
Rock climbing near HOMBORI
SHIHARA
fortress
village
Tempels of ANGKOR near SIEM REAP
The old desert town AGADEZ
The coral buildings of MASSAWA ISLAND
The beaches, mountains and laidback life of the eastern CARIBBEAN French architecture of ST-LOUIS
BIKINI ATOLL nuclear bomb history
BORACAY beaches and watersport
Deserted beaches and roral reefs of ANDAMAN ISLANDS
Trekking in the land of the DOGON People
ÎLE DE GORÉE colonial
and WWII wreck-diving
NHA TRANG beach city
(India)
The holy city of AKSUM
Koh CHANG
slave island
Chennai
The mud-brick Mosquée in DJENNÉ
DALAT hill station
MAMALLAPURAM shore tempel
The rock churches of LALIBELA
Atlantic Beaches, exploring and birdwatching up the GAMBIA RIVER
Reefdiving and manta rays
SIHANOUKVILLE beach resort and BOKOR N.P
NIOKOLO-KOBA N.P.
The island monasteries of Lake TANA
PALAWAN jungles, beaches and diving
YAP PROPER Giant stone money and traditional culture
Beaches of Cap skiring
_ _
LAC ASSAL (salt lake) and the surrounding lava fields
MUI NE beach
Boat trips in the backwaters of KERALA
BOHOL chocolate hills
The BIJAGOS archipelago
BLUE NILE falls
PENDJARI wildlife park
TAO/PA GHAN/SAMUI Islands
Colonial mix of KOCHI
MEKONG DELTA
Hiking in the FOUTA DJALON PLATEAU Hiking around BANFORA
ZAKOUMA National Park
CHUUK LAGOON diving around Japanese WWll wrecks
VARKALA and KOVALAM beaches
ANURADHAPURA ancient temples
MOLE
Islands and beaches around KRABI
THALEH BAN N.P Very hot but little rain feb/mar-sep
wildlife park
KANDY cultural centre
ROCK ISLANDS mushroom-shaped islands
Mt
KINABALU
climbing
and
hot
springs
NAN MADOL ancient sunken ruins
ADAMS PEAK holy mountain
LANGKAWI island
with world class diving and snorkelling
Dutch colonial fort-city of GALLE
SEPILOK Orang-utan rehabilitation centre
GEORGE TOWN colonial and cultural mix
PERHENTIAN Islands
(european winter)
UNAWATUNA beach
Hiking and birdwathcing in BALE Mountains N.P
ARUGAM BAY surfing
CAMERON HIGHLANDS tea plantations and jungle walks
SIPADAN diving
BUKIT LAWANG Orang-utan rehabilitation centre and djungel trekknig
TAMAN NEGARA N.P
GUNUNG MULU N.P caves and trails
Danau TOBA giant vulcano lake with a peaceful island
NIAS isolated culture and surfbeaches
Very hot and rainy: may-oct/nov
TIOMAN Island
MELAKA historic port town
CORAL ISLANDS beach resorts and watersports
MURCHISON FALLS
MANADO SEA GARDENS diving and snorkelling and beaches
ODZALA N.P with mountain gorillas
KUCHING gateway to rivers and natinal parks
White-water rafting close to JINJA
The old arab towns of BRAVA and MERCA
Colonial buildings
Trekking the MT KENYA
SSESE islands in the VICTORIA LAKE
and beaches of
SAMARINDA river gateway city
TOGEAN ISLANDS diving and snorkelling and beaches
BWINDI N.P with mountain gorillas

Belem

Climbing the vulcano of COTOPAXI

IQUITOS Amazongateway

KARAKORAM HIGHWAY scenic mountain road

Very hot: jun/jul-aug/sep
Cold: nov/des-feb/mar
ES

PANAMA CITY BEACH

COBBER CANYON scenic train ride and hiking

NINE MOON MOUNTAINS
SEORAKSAN N.P mountains and temples

PÍNGYÁO Old walled city
DUNHUÁNG Buddhist caves and sand dunes

TORUGART PASS
KASHGAR silkroad desert oasis city
FAN MOUNTAINS mountain trekking

apr-jun, sep-oct in the north
mar-may, oct-nov in the south

SAVANNAH and CHARLESTON historical southern style cities

Houston

CAPPADOCIA vulcanic cone houses

Spring/Autumn

Atlanta

Whale watching at the LAGUNA OJO DE LIEBRE

KHIVA silkroad city
MTSKHETA religious monuments
BUKHARA and SAMARKAND
Mountain trekking in EASTERN CAUCASUS
silkroad cities with islamic monuments
Holy city of ECHMIADZIN
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GRAND CANYON

The GREAT WALL

Mountain trekking around KARAKOL

CLOUD RIDGE CAVES 50.000 Buddhist statues

Voodoo cult centers
GANVIÉ stilt village

Los Angeles

NIAGARA FALLS

Old slave-forts and beaches

LAS VEGAS

TURKISTAN architectural monument

Hiking the MAN region with its DAN culture
famous for its mask and stilt dancing
Beaches around SASSANDRA
The enormous BASILICA in YAMOUSSOUKRO

Scenic coastal Highway 1

TURPAN desert oasis

New York

COLORADOS NATIONAL MONUMENT desert canyons

DEATH VALLEY

GURVANSAIKHAN N.P desert and mountains

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND beaches and english-style countryside

Toronto
Detroit

Chicago

Denver

San Francisco

Québec City

MACKINAC ISLAND historical island without cars

ROCKY MOUNTAINS

Vladivostok

Gros Morne N.P fjords and mountains

YELLOWSTONE N.P geysers and old forest

REDWOOD N.P giant trees

DAISETZUXAN N.P vulcanoes, lakes, mountain hiking and wintersports

ERDENE ZUU monastery

The WILD COAST
ULURU (AYERS ROCK)

Very hot and more rain: des-feb
Cold: jun-aug

Cape Town

Surfing at JEFFREY'S BAY
Hiking, surfing, swimming and relaxing along the GARDEN ROUTE

LOYALTY ISLANDS white beaches and
limestone rocks

Alice Springs

SHARK BAY marine park with dolphins and deserted beaches

Whale watching at HERVEY BAY
FRASER ISLAND sand and clear lakes

Brisbane

BYRON BAY surfing and laidback beachlife

COOPER PEDY desert opal mining town with underground housing

Perth

FREMANTLE Laid back port town and nearby beaches
The beach resort MAR DEL PLATA

Best time to visit

Winter
nov-mar/apr

The tall trees of theSouthern forest

Adelaide

(european winter)

Outdoor activities in the mountains and rivers of the Lake district

Hiking and skiing in theVICTORIAN HIGH COUNTRY and the SNOWY MOUNTAINS

Red spots .....
mark highlights/attractions.
Blue spots .....
mark independent travellers/backpackers
favourite-places for longer stays.

Coloured areas......................
mark when to go to different areas, for more
information see in the Antlantic section of the map

Sydney

Cold and more rain: may-sep

Sea life watching on the PENÍNSULA VALDÉS

Traditional living and architecture of Isla CHILOE

GREAT OCEAN ROAD

Hiking and climbing the mountains of CERRO FITZ ROY
LOS GLACIARES N.P
Sea life watching
Mountains, lakes and glaciers of the Torres del Paine N:P

Punta
Arenas

The dramatic nature of the TIERRA DEL FUEGO

Melbourne

BAY OF ISLANDS

WAIPOUA KAURI FOREST

Auckland

Practical advice

When to go

Costs

Tickets

A lot of information can be found on the internet, one of the best
sites for general information is www.lonelyplanet.com, especially
their thorntree travel-forum. You can also use a search engine like
Google, and simply write the name of the place of interest. To
plan a trip in detail you need a guidebook made for backpacking.
Some of the most popular are for example Lonely planet,
Rough guides and Footprint. There you will find information
regarding packing, local transportation, accommodation,
visa requirements, health etc. The www.fco.gov.uk is considered
as one of the best sources regarding updatet safety information.

Look at the climatic zones on the map, but keep in mind that
most of the destinations can be visited year round, even if the
conditions are not perfect. Travelling in rainy/low season usually
gives you the advantage of lower prices and less crowds.
A good source for weather statistics is for exampel
www.weatherbase.com. The guidebooks usually give you the
best information regarding travel conditions in different seasons.

This is an estimate of how much a backpacker spends per
day in different areas. It includes local transport, plain food,
cheap accommodation and a small amount of the local
"beverage". If you demand higher standards for food,
accommodation etc. you could easily spend twice as much.
Asia: 150-200 kr
Australia , New Zealand and the Pacific islands 250-350 kr
USA and the Caribbean:400-600 kr
Latin America 200-300 kr
Afrika 200-300 kr

There are an endless amount of possibilities, but it is almost impossible
to calculate by yourself what kind of combinations will give you the
best value for money. It is recomended that you contact a specialist
in around the world tickets, for example Kilroy travels, they will also be
able to book you on all kinds of adventure tours, like safaris in Africa or
the Inca trail in Peru. If you plan to visit one area it is advisable to fly in
to one place and return from another, most airlines allows this without
any extra charge.

Trekking in the CRADLE MOUNTAIN - LAKE ST CLAIR N.P

ROTORUA Maori culture and geysers

WAITOMO CAVES glowworms and rivers

Hobart

TONGARIRO N.P mountain hiking and skiing

LAKE TAPO and the vulcanic surroundings
NAPIER art deco city

ABEL TASMAN N.P walking, sea kayaking and beaches

THE TRANZALPINE rail journey
MT COOK mountain hiking and glaciers
QUEENSTOWN adrenalin activities
FIORDLAND N.P

KAIKOURA dolphins, whales and mountain hiking

Christchurch
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